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A Sequence For Using Acuity   

What is 

the 

recommen

ded order 

for 

reviewing 

reports?  

 
The most useful report for a teacher is the Matrix Report. We recommend printing out the 
Distractor Analysis Report and then reviewing the Matrix Report on the computer. Look at 
overall scores to see who performed similarly. Next look at the item information. Looking down 
the columns, is there some items that many students got wrong? Was there a common mistake 
they made that needs to be corrected? Look across to see what individual students did. Are 
there groups of students who could be grouped together because they don’t know the same 
material?  
 
Next we recommend using the Assessment Report to see how students did on prior grade and 
on-grade content. If prior grade material is not mastered then re-teaching may be necessary 
before starting that concept for the current grade level. If on-grade material has not been 
covered yet, you can use the results to see who already knows a skill and who does not. 
 
Since the predictive test is only about 35 items, you may want to create your own test on a 
specific topic (using the Custom Test feature) just prior to teaching that topic to see what 
students know and don’t know. 
 

How did 

each 

student do 

overall?  

 
To see the overall percent correct for each student in the class, you can use two reports, the 
roster report or the matrix report. The Matrix Report is recommended because it includes the 
overall percent correct, the predicted AIMS level, and how students did on each item. It is 
recommended that you have the distractor report printed for reference when looking at item 
results. The Roster Report gives you the average percent correct and allows you to sort by score, 
so you can see who performed similarly.  
 

How did 

students 

do on prior 

grade 

material? 

The first predictive test has 2/3rds of the items from the prior grade and the second predictive 
has 1/3 of the items from the prior grade. You can see how students did on this in the 
Assessment Report. First the prior grade items are reported and then the on grade items are 
reported. This tells you what students know or need remediation on before learning on grade 
level material. The on-grade items are also useful even if you have not covered the material yet. 
They tell you who may have already mastered material at that level and could possibly use 
enrichment when you get to that material. 
 
 

What is 

next after 

the 

predictive 

test? 

Once you have the predictive test results you can assign Instructional Activities specific to a 
student’s need -- either remediation or enrichment by using activities from a higher grade. The 
activity consists of a tutorial, guided practice and a quiz. These can be done in a computer lab or 
at home. Some teachers report they are popular with parents because it involves them and the 
tutorial explains the task to the parent as well as the student. It can be read to the student, so 
reading skill is less of a barrier.  
 
Since the predictive test only has a few items on any one objective, you may want more 
information on what students do and do not know just before starting a unit. You can create 
your own test that goes into more depth on a specific skill by using the Custom Test feature. 
This has an item bank by state standard or skill.  
 

 

 

 

Path: Reports/Assessment Reports/Student Assessment Report To access Acuity select: Acuity1 or Acuity2 in the URL bar or, from home, www.Acuityathome.com 


